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Abstract. Grids raise new challenges in the following way: heterogene-
ity of underlying machines/networks and runtime environments (types
and performance characteristics), not a single administrative domain,
versatility. So the need to have appropriate programming and runtime
solutions in order to write, deploy then execute applications on such het-
erogeneous distributed hardware in an effective and efficient manner. We
propose in this article a solution to those challenges which takes the form
of a programming and deployment framework featuring parallel, mobile,
secure and distributed objects and components.
Keywords: Distributed objects, components, mobility, monitoring, de-
ployment, security, mapping.
1 Introduction
1.1 Motivation
In this article, we present a contribution to the problem of software reuse, inte-
gration and deployment for parallel and distributed computing. Our approach
takes the form of a programming and deployment framework featuring parallel,
mobile, secure and distributed objects and components. We especially target
Grid computing, but our approach also applies to application domains such as
mobile and ubiquitous distributed computing on the Internet (where high per-
formance, high availability, ease of use, etc., are of importance).
Below are the main current problems raised by grid computing that we have
identified, and for which we provide some solutions. For Grid applications de-
velopment, there is a need to smoothly, seamlessly and dynamically integrate
and deploy autonomous software, and for this to provide a glue in the form of
a software bus. Additionally, complexification of distributed applications and
commodity of resources through grids are making the tasks of deploying those
applications harder. So, there is a clear need for standard tools allowing versatile
deployment and analysis of distributed applications. Grid applications must be
able to cope with large variations in deployment: from intra-domain to multiple
domains, going over private, to virtually-private, to public networks. As a con-
sequence, the security should not be tied up in the application code, but rather
easily configurable in a flexible, and abstract manner. Moreover, any large scale
Grid application using hundreds or thousands of nodes will have to cope with
migration of computations, for the sake of load balancing, change in resource
availability, or just node failures.
We propose programming concepts, methodologies, and a framework for
building meta-computing applications, that we think are well adapted to the hier-
archical, highly distributed, highly heterogeneous nature of grid-computing. The
framework is called ProActive, a Java-based middleware (programming model
and environment) for object and component oriented parallel, mobile and dis-
tributed computing. As this article will show, ProActive is relevant for grid com-
puting due to its secure deployment and monitoring aspects [1, 2], its efficient
and typed collective communications [3], and component-based programming
facilities [4] thanks to an implementation of the Fractal component model [5, 6],
taking advantage of its hierarchical approach to component programming.
1.2 Context
Grid programmers may be categorized into three groups, such as defined in [7]:
the first group are end users who program pre-packaged Grid applications by
using a simple graphical or Web interface; the second group are those that know
how to build Grid applications by composing them from existing application
“components”, for instance by programming (using scripting or compiled lan-
guages); the third group consists of the developers that build the individual
components. Providing the user view of the Grid can also be seen as a two-
levels programming model [8]: the second level is the integration of distributed
components (developped at the first level), together into a complete executable.
In this context, the component model we propose addresses the second group
of programmers; but we also address the third group by proposing a deployment
and object-oriented programming model for autonomous grid-aware distributed
software that may further be integrated if needed.
In the context of object oriented computing for grid, for which security is a
concern, works such as Legion [9, 10] also provide an integrated approach like we
do. But the next generation of programming models for wide area distributed
computing is aimed at further enforcing code reuse and simplifying the devel-
oper’s and integrator’s task, by applying the component oriented methodology.
We share the goal of providing a component-based high-performance computing
solution with several projects such as: CCA [7] with the CCAT/XCAT toolkit
[11] and Ccaffeine framework, Parallel CORBA objects [12] and GridCCM [13].
But, to our knowledge, what we propose is the first framework featuring hierar-
chical distributed components. This should clearly help in mastering the com-
plexity of composition, deployment, re-usability required when programming and
running large-scale distributed applications.
1.3 Plan
The organization of the paper is as follows: first we describe the parallel and dis-
tributed programming model we advocate for developing autonomous grid-aware
software. Second, we define the concept of hierarchical, parallel, and distributed
components yielding the concept of Grid components. The third part of the paper
deals with concepts and tools useful during the life-cycle of a Grid application:
deployment that moreover might need to be secure, visualization and monitor-
ing of a Grid application and its associated runtime support (e.g. Java Virtual
Machines), re-deployment by moving running activities and by rebuilding com-
ponents.
2 Programming Distributed Mobile Objects
2.1 Motivation
As grid computing is just one particular instance of the distributed computing
arena, our claim is that proposed programming models and tools should not
drastically depart from traditional distributed computing.
We present here the parallel and distributed conceptual programming model
and at the same time, one of the many implementations we have done, called
ProActive, which is in Java, besides others done with Eiffel and C++, resp. called
Eiffel// and C++// [14, 15]. The choice of the Java language is fundamental in
order to hide heterogeneity of runtime supports, while the performance penalty
is not too high compared with native code implementations (c.f. Java Grande
benchmarks for instance [16]).
As ProActive is built on top of the Java standard APIs, mainly Java RMI
and the Reflection APIs, it does not require any modification to the standard
Java execution environment, nor does it make use of a special compiler, pre-
processor or modified virtual machine. Additionally, the Java platform provides
dynamic code loading facilities, very useful for tackling with complex deployment
scenarios.
2.2 Base Model
A distributed or concurrent application built using ProActive is composed of
a number of medium-grained entities called active objects. Each active object
has one distinguished element, the root, which is the only entry point to the
active object. Each active object has its own thread of control and is granted
the ability to decide in which order to serve the incoming method calls that are
automatically stored in a queue of pending requests. Method calls sent to active
objects are asynchronous with transparent future objects and synchronization
is handled by a mechanism known as wait-by-necessity [17]. There is a short
rendez-vous at the beginning of each asynchronous remote call, which blocks the
caller until the call has reached the context of the callee. All of this semantics
is built using meta programming techniques, which provide transparency and
the ground for adaptation of non-functional features of active objects to various
needs.
We have deliberately chosen not to use an explicit message-passing based
approach: we aim at enforcing code reuse by applying the remote method invo-
cation pattern, instead of explicit message-passing.
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Fig. 1. A typical object graph with active objects
Another extra service (compared to RMI for instance) is the capability to
remotely create remotely accessible objects. For the sake of generality and dynam-
icity, creations of remotely accessible objects are triggered entirely at runtime
by the application; nevertheless, active objects previously created and registered
within another application may be accessed by the application, by first acquiring
them with a lookup operation.
For that reason, JVMs need to be identified and added a few services. Nodes
provide those extra capabilities : a node is an object defined in the model whose
aim is to gather several active objects in a logical entity. It provides an abstrac-
tion for the physical location of a set of active objects. At any time, a JVM hosts
one or several nodes. The traditional way to name and handle nodes in a simple
manner is to associate them with a symbolic name, that is a URL giving their
location, for instance rmi://lo.inria.fr/Node.
Let us consider a standard Java class A:
class A {
public A() {}
public void foo (...) {...}
public V bar (...) {...}
...
}
The instruction:
A a = (A) ProActive.newActive("A",params,"//lo.inria.fr/Node");
creates a new active object of type A on the JVM identified with Node. It assumes
that Node (i.e. the JVM) has been already deployed (see below and also section
4). Note that an active object can also be bound dynamically to a node as the re-
sult of a migration. Further, all calls to that remote object will be asynchronous,
and subject to the wait-by-necessity :
a.foo (...); // Asynchronous call
v = a.bar (...); // Asynchronous call
...
v.f (...); // Wait-by-necessity: wait until v gets its value
2.3 Mobility
ProActive provides a way to move an active object from any Java virtual machine
to any other one. This feature is accessible through a simple migrateTo(...)
primitive (see Table 1).
Migration towards:
migrateTo (URL) a VM identified by a URL
migrateTo (Objet) the location of another Active Object
Table 1. Migration primitives in ProActive
The primitive is static, and as such always triggers the migration of the
current active object and all its passive objects. However, as the method is
public, other, possibly remote, active objects can trigger the migration; indeed,
the primitive implements what is usually called weak migration. The code in
Example 2 presents such a mobile active object.
public class SimpleAgent implements Serializable {
public void moveToHost(String t) {
ProActive.migrateTo(t);
}
public void joinFriend(Object friend) {
ProActive.migrateTo(friend);
}
public ReturnType foo(CallType p) {
...
}
}
Fig. 2. SimpleAgent
In order to ensure the working of an application in the presence of migration,
we provide three mechanism to maintain communication with mobile objects.
The first one relies on a location sever which keeps track of the mobile ob-
jects in the system. When needed, the server is queried to obtain an up-to-date
reference to an active object. After migrating, an object updates its new location.
The second one uses a fully decentralized technique known as forwarders [18].
When leaving a site, an active object leaves a special object called a forwarder
which points to its new location. Upon receiving a message, a forwarder simply
passes it to the object (or another forwarder).
The third one is an original scheme based on a mix between forwarding an
location server which provides both performance and fault tolerance.
2.4 Group Communications
The group communication mechanism of ProActive achieves asynchronous re-
mote method invocation for a group of remote objects, with automatic gathering
of replies.
Given a Java class, one can initiate group communications using the standard
public methods of the class together with the classical dot notation; in that way,
group communications remain typed. Furthermore, groups are automatically
constructed to handle the result of collective operations, providing an elegant
and effective way to program gather operations.
Here is an example of a typical group creation, based on the standard Java
class A presented above:
// A group of type "A" and its 2 members are created at once
// on the nodes directly specified,
// parameters are specified in params,
Object[][] params = {{...}, {...}};
Node[] nodes = {..., ...};
A ag = (A) ProActiveGroup.newActiveGroup("A", params, nodes);
Elements can be included into a typed group only if their class equals or
extends the class specified at the group creation. Note that we do allow and
handle polymorphic groups. For example, an object of class B (B extending A)
can be included to a group of type A. However based on Java typing, only the
methods defined in the class A can be invoked on the group.
A method invocation on a group has a syntax similar to that of a standard
method invocation:
ag.foo(...); // A group communication
Such a call is asynchronously propagated to all members of the group using
multi-threading. Like in the ProActive basic model, a method call on a group is
non-blocking and provides a transparent future object to collect the results. A
method call on a group yields a method call on each of the group members. If a
member is a ProActive active object, the method call will be a ProActive call and
if the member is a standard Java object, the method call will be a standard Java
method call (within the same JVM). The parameters of the invoked method are
broadcasted to all the members of the group.
An important specificity of the group mechanism is: the result of a typed
group communication is also a group. The result group is transparently built at
invocation time, with a future for each elementary reply. It will be dynamically
updated with the incoming results, thus gathering results. The wait-by-necessity
mechanism is also valid on groups: if all replies are awaited the caller blocks, but
as soon as one reply arrives in the result group, the method call on this result is
executed. For instance in:
V vg = ag.bar(); // A method call on a group, returning a result
// vg is a typed group of "V"
vg.f(); // This is also a collective operation
a new f() method call is automatically triggered as soon as a reply from the
call ag.bar() comes back in the group vg (dynamically formed). The instruction
vg.f() completes when f() has been called on all members.
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Fig. 3. Execution of an asynchronous and remote method call on group with dynamic
generation of a result group
Other features are available regarding group communications: parameter dis-
patching using groups (through the definition of scatter groups), hierarchical
groups, dynamic group manipulation (add, remove of members), group synchro-
nization and barriers (waitOne, waitAll, waitAndGet); see [3] for further details
and implementation techniques.
2.5 Abstracting Away from the Mapping of Active Objects to
JVMs: Virtual Nodes
Active objects will eventually be deployed on very heterogeneous environments
where security policies may differ from place to place, where computing and
communication performances may vary from one host to the other, etc. As such,
the effective locations of active objects must not be tied in the source code.
A first principle is to fully eliminate from the source code the following ele-
ments:
• machine names,
• creation protocols,
• registry and lookup protocols,
the goal being to deploy any application anywhere without changing the
source code. For instance, we must be able to use various protocols, rsh, ssh,
Globus, LSF, etc., for the creation of the JVMs needed by the application.
In the same manner, the discovery of existing resources or the registration of
the ones created by the application can be done with various protocols such
as RMIregistry, Jini, Globus, LDAP, UDDI, etc. Therefore, we see that the
creation, registration and discovery of resources has to be done externally to the
application.
A second key principle is the capability to abstractly describe an application,
or part of it, in terms of its conceptual activities. The description should indicate
the various parallel or distributed entities in the program or in the component.
As we are in a (object-oriented) message passing model, to some extend, this
description indicates the maximum number of address spaces. For instance, an
application that is designed to use three interactive visualization nodes, a node
to capture input from a physic experiment, and a simulation engine designed to
run on a cluster of machines should somewhere clearly advertise this information.
Now, one should note that the abstract description of an application and
the way to deploy it are not independent piece of information. In the example
just above, if there is a simulation engine, it might register in a specific registry
protocol, and if so, the other entities of the computation might have to use that
lookup protocol to bind to the engine. Moreover, one part of the program can
just lookup for the engine (assuming it is started independently), or explicitly
create the engine itself.
To summarize, in order to abstract away the underlying execution platform,
and to allow a source-independent deployment, a framework has to provide the
following elements:
• an abstract description of the distributed entities of a parallel program or
component,
• an external mapping of those entities to real machines, using actual creation,
registry, and lookup protocols.
Besides the principles above, we want to eliminate as much as possible the
use of scripting languages, that can sometimes become even more complex than
application code. Instead, we are seeking a solution with XML descriptors, XML
editor tools, interactive ad-hoc environments to produce, compose, and activate
descriptors (see section 4).
To reach that goal, the programming model relies on the specific notion of
Virtual Nodes (VNs):
- a VN is identified as a name (a simple string),
- a VN is used in a program source,
- a VN is defined and configured in a deployment descriptor (XML) (see sec-
tion 4 for further details),
- a VN, after activation, is mapped to one or to a set of actual ProActive
Nodes.
Of course, distributed entities (active objects), are created on Nodes, not on
Virtual Nodes. There is a strong need for both Nodes and Virtual Nodes. Virtual
Nodes are a much richer abstraction, as they provide mechanisms such as set or
cyclic mapping. Another key aspect is the capability to describe and trigger the
mapping of a single VN that generates the allocation of several JVMs. This
is critical if we want to get at once machines from a cluster of PCs managed
through Globus or LSF. It is even more critical in a Grid application, when
trying to achieve the co-allocation of machines from several clusters across several
continents.
Moreover, a Virtual Node is a concept of a distributed program or component,
while a Node is actually a deployment concept: it is an object that lives in a
JVM, hosting active objects. There is of course a correspondence between Virtual
Nodes and Nodes: the function created by the deployment, the mapping. This
mapping can be specified in an XML descriptor. By definition, the following
operations can be configured in such a deployment descriptor (see section 4):
- the mapping of VNs to Nodes and to JVMs,
- the way to create or to acquire JVMs,
- the way to register or to lookup VNs.
ProActiveDescriptor pad =
ProActive.getProActiveDescriptor(String xmlFileLocation);
//---- Returns a ProActiveDescriptor object from the xml file
VirtualNode dispatcher = pad.getVirtualNode("Dispatcher");
//---- Returns the VirtualNode Dispatcher described
// in the xml file as a java object
dispatcher.activate()
// --- Activates the VirtualNode
Node node = dispatcher.getNode();
//-----Returns the first node available among nodes mapped
// to the VirtualNode
C3DDispatcher c3dDispatcher = newActive("C3DDispatcher", param, node);
..........................
Fig. 4. Example of a ProActive source code for descriptor-based mapping
Now, within the source code, the programmer can manage the creation of
active objects without relying on machine names and protocols. For instance,
the piece of code given in Figure 4 will allow to create an active object onto
the Virtual Node Dispatcher. The Nodes (JVMs) associated in a descriptor file
with a given VN are started (or acquired) only upon activation of a VN mapping
(dispatcher.activate() in the Figure 4).
3 Composing
3.1 Motivation
The aim of our work around components is to combine the benefits of a com-
ponent model with the features of ProActive. The resulting components, that
we call ”Grid components”, are recursively formed of either sequential, paral-
lel and/or distributed sub-components, that may wrap legacy code if needed,
and that may be deployed but further reconfigured and moved – for example to
tackle fault-tolerance, load-balancing or adaptability to changing environmental
conditions.
Here is a typical scenario illustrating the usefulness of our work. Consider
complex grid software formed of several services, say of other software (a paral-
lel and distributed solver, a graphical 3D renderer, etc). The design of this grid
software is highly simplified if it can be considered as a hierarchical composition
(recursive assembly and binding): the solver is itself a component composed of
several components, each one encompassing a piece of the computation. The
whole software is seen as a single component formed of the solver and the ren-
derer. From the outside, the usage of this software is as simple as invoking
a functional service of a component (e.g. call solve-and-render). Once deployed
and running on a grid, assume that due to load balancing purposes, this software
needs to be relocated. Some of the ongoing computations may just be moved (the
solver for instance); others depending on specific peripherals that may not be
present at the new location (the renderer for instance) may be terminated and
replaced by a new instance adapted to the target environment and offering the
same service. As the solver is itself a hierarchical component formed of several
sub-components, each encompassing an activity, we trigger the migration of the
solver as a whole, without having to explicitly move each of its sub-components,
while references towards mobile components remain valid. Eventually, once the
new graphical renderer is launched, we re-bind the software, so as it now uses
this new configuration.
3.2 Component Model
Observing the works done so far on component software, including standardized
industrial component models, such as CCM, EJB or COM, some researchers
concluded that there was still missing an appropriate basis for the construction
of highly flexible, highly dynamic, heterogeneous distributed environments. They
consequently introduced a new model[5], based on the concepts of encapsulation
(components are black boxes), composition (the model is hierarchical), sharing1,
life-cycle (a component lives through different phases), activities, control (this
allows the management of non-functional properties of the components), and
dynamicity (this allows reconfiguration). This model is named Fractal.
Fig. 5. The 3 types of components
The Fractal model is somewhat inspired from biological cells, i.e. plasma sur-
rounded by membranes. In other words, a component is formed out of two parts:
a content, and a set of controllers. The content can be recursive, as a compo-
nent can contain other components: the model is hierarchical. The controllers
provide introspection capabilities for monitoring and exercising control over the
execution of the components. A component interacts with its environment (no-
tably, other components) through well-defined interfaces. These interfaces can
be either client or server, and are interconnected using bindings (see fig. 5).
Fractal is a component model conceived to be simple but extensible. It pro-
vides an API in Java, and offers a reference implementation called Julia. Unfor-
tunately, Julia is not based on a distributed communication protocol (although
there exists a Jonathan personality, i.e. a set of RMI Fractal components), thus
hindering the building of systems with distributed components.
1 sharing is currently not supported in the ProActive implementation
Besides, ProActive offers many features, such as distribution, asynchronism,
mobility or security, that would be of interest for Fractal components.
We therefore decided to write a new implementation of the Fractal API
based on ProActive, that would benefit from both sides, and that would ease the
construction of distributed and complex systems.
3.3 ProActive Components
A ProActive component has to be parallelizable and distributable as we aim at
building grid-enabled applications by hierarchical composition; componentiza-
tion acts as a glue to couple codes that may be parallel and distributed codes
requiring high performance computing resources. Hence, components should be
able to encompass more than one activity and be deployed on parallel and dis-
tributed infrastructures. Such requirements for a component are summarized by
the concept we have named Grid Component.
Figure 5 summarizes the three different cases for the structure of a Grid
component as we have defined it. For a composite built up as a collection of
components providing common services (Figure 5.c), group communications (see
2.4) are essential for ease of programming and efficiency. Because we target
high performance grid computing, it is also very important to efficiently imple-
ment point-to-point and group method invocations, to manage the deployment
complexity of components distributed all over the Grid and to possibly debug,
monitor and reconfigure the running components.
A synthetic definition of a ProActive component is the following :
– It is formed from one (or several) Active Object(s), executing on one (or
several) JVM(s)
– It provides a set of server ports (Java Interfaces)
– It possibly defines a set of client ports (Java attributes if the component is
primitive)
– It can be of three different types :
1. primitive : defined with Java code implementing provided server inter-
faces, and specifying the mechanism of client bindings.
2. composite : containing other components.
3. parallel : also a composite, but re-dispatching calls to its external server
interfaces towards its inner components.
– It communicates with other components through 1-to-1 or group communi-
cations.
A ProActive component can be configured using :
– an XML descriptor (defining use/provide ports, containment and bindings
in an Architecture Description Language style)
– the notion of virtual node, capturing the deployment capacities and needs
Finally, we are currently working on the design of specialized components
encapsulating legacy parallel code (usually Fortran-MPI or C-MPI). This way,
ProActive will allow transparent collaboration between such legacy applications
and any other Grid component.
3.4 Example
We hereby show an example of how a distributed component system could be
built using our component model implementation. It relates to the scenario ex-
posed in section 3.1.
Fig. 6. A simplified representation of the C3D component model
C3D, an existing application, is both a collaborative application and a dis-
tributed raytracer: users can interact through messaging and voting facilities in
order to choose a 3D scene that is rendered using a set of distributed rendering
engines working in parallel. This application is particularly suitable for compo-
nent programming, as we can distinguish individual software entities and we can
abstract client and server interfaces from these entities. The resulting compo-
nent system is shown in figure 6 : users interact with the dispatcher component,
can ask for the scene motion, and can see the evolution of the ray-tracing. The
dispatcher delegates the calculation of the scene to a parallel component (ren-
derers). This parallel component contains a set of rendering engines (R1, R2,
R3), and distributes calculation units to these rendering engines thanks to the
group communication API (scatter feature, see 2.4). The results are then for-
warded (from the client interface i of the renderers component) as a call-back to
the dispatcher (server interface d), and later to the users (from client interface
g of the dispatcher to server interface b of the clients). These relations result in
cyclic composition of the components. During the execution, users (for instance
user1 represented on the figure) can dynamically connect to the dispatcher and
interact with the program. Another dynamical facility is the connection of new
rendering engine components at runtime : to speedup the calculations, if the
initial configuration does not perform fast enough, new rendering engines can be
added along with R1, R2, R3. Besides, components being active objects, they
can also migrate for load-balancing or change of display purposes, either pro-
grammatically or interactively using tools such as IC2D (see 4.3). Interaction
between users, like votes, is not represented here.
There are two ways of configuring and instantiating component systems :
either programmatically, or using an architecture description language (ADL).
The ADL can help a lot, as it automates the instantiation, the deployment,
the assembly and the binding of the components. The following examples corre-
spond to the configuration of the C3D application. The ADL is composed of two
main sections. The first section defines the types of the components (User-Type,
Dispatcher-Type and Renderer-Type), in other words the services the compo-
nents offer and the services they require :
<types>
<component-type name="User-Type">
<provides>
<interface name="a" signature="package.UserInput"/>
<interface name="b" signature="package.SceneUpdate"/>
</provides>
<requires>
<interface name="c" signature="package.UserSceneModification"/>
</requires>
</component-type>
<component-type name="Dispatcher-Type">
<provides>
<interface name="d" signature="package.UserSceneModification"/>
<interface name="e" signature="package.CalculationResult"/>
</provides>
<requires>
<interface name="f" signature="package.CalculateScene"/>
<interface name="g" signature="package.SceneUpdate"/>
</requires>
</component-type>
<component-type name="Renderer-Type">
<provides>
<interface name="h" signature="package.Rendering"/>
</provides>
<requires>
<interface name="i" signature="package.CalculationResult"/>
</requires>
</component-type>
</types>
The second section defines the instances of the components, the assembly of
components into composites, and the bindings between components :
<components>
<primitive-component implementation="package.User"
name="user1" type="User-Type"
virtualNode="UserVN"/>
<primitive-component implementation="package.User"
name="user2" type="User-Type"
virtualNode="UserVN"/>
<primitive-component implementation="package.Dispatcher"
name="dispatcher" type="Dispatcher-Type"
virtualNode="DispatcherVN"/>
<parallel-component name="parallel-renderers"
type="Renderer-Type"
virtualNode="parallel-renderers-VN">
<components>
<primitive-component implementation="package.Renderer"
name="renderer" type="Renderer-Type"
virtualNode="renderers-VN"/>
<!-- the actual number of renderer instances
depends upon the mapping of the virtual node -->
</components>
<!-- bindings are automatically performed
inside parallel components -->
</parallel-component>
</components>
<bindings>
<binding client="dispatcher.c" server="parallel-renderers.c"/>
<binding client="renderers.r" server="dispatcher.r"/>
<binding client="user1.i" server="dispatcher.i"/>
<binding client="dispatcher.g" server="user2.b"/>
<!-- bindings to clients can also be performed dynamically
as they appear once the application is started
and ready to receive input operations -->
</bindings>
Bindings connect components at each level of the hierarchy, and are per-
formed automatically inside parallel components. The primitive components con-
tain functional code from the class specified in the implementation attribute.
Each component also exhibits a ”virtual node” property : the design of the
component architecture is decoupled from the deployment (see 4.2) of the com-
ponents. This way, the same component system can be deployed on different
computer infrastructures (LAN, cluster, Grid).
In conclusion, the benefits of the componentization of the C3D application
are – at least – threefold. First, the application is easier to understand and to
configure. Second, the application is more evolutive: for instance, as the rendering
calculations are encapsulated in components, one could improve the rendering
algorithm, create new rendering engine components and easily replace the old
components with the new ones. Third, the application is easier to deploy, thanks
to the mapping of the components onto virtual nodes.
4 Deploying, Monitoring
4.1 Motivation
Increasing complexity of distributed applications and commodity of resources
through grids are making the tasks of deploying those applications harder. There
is a clear need for standard tools allowing versatile deployment and analysis of
distributed applications. We present here concepts for the deployment and mon-
itoring, and their implementation as effective tools integrated within the ProAc-
tive framework. If libraries for parallel and distributed application development
exist (RMI in Java, jmpi [19] for MPI programming, etc.) there is no standard
yet for the deployment of such applications. The deployment is commonly done
manually through the use of remote shells for launching the various virtual ma-
chines or daemons on remote computers, clusters or grids. The commoditization
of resources through grids and the increasing complexity of applications are
making the task of deploying central and harder to perform.
Questions such as “are the distributed entities correctly created ?”, “do the
communications among such entities correctly execute ?”, “where is a given mo-
bile entity actually located ?”, etc. are usually left unanswered. Moreover, there
is usually no mean to dynamically modify the execution environment once the
application is started. Grid programming is about deploying processes (activi-
ties) on various machines. In the end, the security policy that must be ensured
for those processes depends upon many factors: first of all, the application pol-
icy that is needed, but also, the machine locations, the security policies of their
administrative domain, and the network being used to reach those machines.
Clearly said, the management of the mapping of processes (such as JVMs,
PVM or MPI daemons) onto hosts, the deployment of activities onto those pro-
cesses have generally to be explicitly taken into account, in a static way, some-
times inside the application, sometimes through scripts. The application cannot
be seamlessly deployed on different runtime environments.
To solve those critical problems, the quite classical and somehow ideal solu-
tions we propose follow 4 steps:
1. abstract away from the hardware and software runtime configuration by
introducing and manipulating in the program virtual processes where the
activities of the application will be subsequently deployed,
2. provide external information regarding all real processes that must be launched
and the way to do it (it can be through remote shells or job submission to
clusters or grids), and define the mapping of virtual processes onto real pro-
cesses,
3. provide a mean to visualize, complete or modify the deployment once the
application has started,
4. provide an infrastructure where Grid security is expressed outside the appli-
cation code, outside the firewall of security domains, and in both cases in a
high-level and flexible language.
4.2 Deployment Descriptors
We solve the two first steps by introducing XML-based descriptors able to de-
scribe activities and their mapping onto processes. Deployment descriptors allow
to describe: (1) virtual nodes, entities manipulated in the source code, represent-
ing containers of activities, (2) Java virtual machines where the activities will
run and the way to launch or find them, (3) the mapping between the virtual
nodes and the JVMs. The deployment of the activities is consequently separated
from the code; one can decide to deploy the application on different hosts just
by adapting the deployment descriptor, without any change to the source code.
Descriptors are structured as follows:
virtual nodes
definition
acquisition
deployment
security
register
lookup
mapping
jvms
infrastructure
Virtual Nodes As previously stated (see 2.5), a virtual node is a mean to
define a mapping between a conceptual architecture and one or several nodes
(JVMs), and its usage in the source code of a program has been given on figure
4.
The names of the virtual nodes in the source code has to correspond to
the names of the virtual nodes defined in the first section. There are two ways
of using virtual nodes. The first way is to name them (and further explicitly
describe them):
<virtualNodesDefinition>
<virtualNode name="User"/>
</virtualNodesDefinition>
The second way is to acquire virtual nodes already deployed by another
application:
<virtualNodesAcquisition>
<virtualNode name="Dispatcher"/>
</virtualNodesAcquisition>
Deployment The deployment section defines the correspondence, or mapping,
between the virtual nodes in the first section, and the processes they actually
create.
The security section allows for the inclusion of security policies in the de-
ployment (see section 4.4):
<security file="URL">
The register section allows for the registration of virtual nodes in a registry
such as RMIRegistry or JINI lookup service:
<register virtualNode="Dispatcher" protocol="rmi">
This way, the virtual node ”Dispatcher”, as well as all the JVMs it is mapped
to, will be accessible by another application through the rmi registry.
Symmetrically, descriptors provide the ability to acquire a virtual node al-
ready deployed by another application, and defined as acquirable in the first
section:
<lookup virtualNode="Dispatcher" host="machineZ" protocol="rmi"/>
The mapping section helps defining:
– a one virtual node to one JVM mapping:
<map virtualNode="User1">
<jvmSet>
<currentJvm protocol="rmi"/>
<!-- currentJvm is the Jvm of the file parsing process -->
</jvmSet>
</map>
– a one virtual node to a set of JVMs mapping:
<map virtualNode="Renderer">
<jvmSet>
<vmName value=Jvm1/>
<vmName value=Jvm2/>
<vmName value=Jvm3/>
...
</jvmSet>
</map>
– the collocation of virtual nodes, when two virtual nodes have a common
mapping on a JVM.
Virtual nodes represent sets of JVMs, and these JVMs can be remotely cre-
ated and referenced using standard Grid protocols. Each JVM is associated with
a creation process, that is named here but fully defined in the ”infrastructure”
section. For example, here is an example where Jvm1 will be created through a
Globus process that is only named here, but defined in the infrastructure section:
<jvms>
<jvm name="Jvm1">
<acquisition method="rmi"/>
<creation>
<processReference refid="GlobusProcess"/>
</creation>
</jvm>
...
</jvms>
Infrastructure The infrastructure section explicitly defines which Grid proto-
cols (and associated ProActive classes) to use in order to create remote JVMs.
The remote creation of a JVM implies two steps: first, the connection to a
remote host, second, the actual creation of the JVM.
Let us start with the second step. Once connected to the remote host, the
JVM can be created using the JVMNodeProcess class:
<processDefinition id="jvmProcess">
<jvmProcess class="org.objectweb.proactive.core.process.JVMNodeProcess"/>
<processReference refid="localJvmCreation"/>
The first step, the connection process, can itself invoke other processes. For
example, the connection to LSF hosts requires beforehand a ssh connection to
the frontal of the cluster, then a bSub command to reach the hosts inside the
cluster. When connected, the previously defined localJvmCreation process is
called:
<processDefinition id="bsubInriaCluster">
<bsubProcess
class="org.objectweb.proactive.core.process.lsf.LSFBSubProcess">
<processReference refid="localJvmCreation"/>
<bsubOption>
<processor>20</processor>
</bsubOption>
</bsubProcess>
</processDefinition>
<processDefinition id="sshProcess">
<sshProcess
class="org.objectweb.proactive.core.process.ssh.SSHProcess"
hostname="sea.inria.fr">
<processReference refid="bsubInriaCluster"/>
</sshProcess>
</processDefinition>
Other protocols are supported, including : rsh, rlogin, ssh, Globus, PBS. Here
is an example using Globus:
<processDefinition id="globusProcess">
<globusProcess
class="org.objectweb.proactive.core.process.globus.GlobusProcess"
hostname="globus.inria.fr">
<processReference refid="localJvmCreation"/>
<globusOption>
<count>15</count>
</globusOption>
</globusProcess>
</processDefinition>
More information about the descriptors and how to use them is given in [20].
Deployment of Components The ADL used for describing component sys-
tems associates each component with a virtual node (see 3.4). A component
system can be deployed using any deployment descriptor, provided the virtual
node names match. The parallel components take advantage of the deployment
descriptor in another way. In the example of section 3.4, consider the parallel
component named ”renderers”. It only defines one inner component ”renderer”,
and this inner component is associated to the virtual node ”renderers-VN”. If
”renderers-VN” is mapped onto a single JVM A, only one instance of the ren-
derer will be created, on the JVM A. But if this ”renderers-VN” is actually
mapped onto a set of JVMs, one instance of the renderer will be created on
each of these JVMs. This allows for large scale parallelization in a transparent
manner.
4.3 Interactive Tools
We solve the third step mentioned in section 4.1 by having a monitoring applica-
tion: IC2D (Interactive Control and Debugging of Distribution). It is a graphical
environment for monitoring and steering distributed ProActive applications.
Monitoring the Infrastructure and the Mapping of Activities Once a
ProActive application is running, IC2D enables the user to graphically visual-
ize fundamental distributed aspects such as topology and communications (see
figure 7).
It also allows the user to control and modify the execution (e.g. the mapping
of activities onto real processes, i.e. JVMs, either upon creation or upon migra-
tion. Indeed, it provides a way to interactively drag-and-drop any running
active object to move it to any node displayed by IC2D (see figure 8). This is
a useful feature in order to react to load unbalance, to expected unavailability of
a host (especially useful in the context of a desktop grid), and more importantly
in order to help implementing the concept of a pervasive grid : mobile users need
Fig. 7. General view of what IC2D displays when an application is running
to move the front-end active objects attached to the on-going grid computations
they have launched, on their various computing devices so as to maintain their
grid connectivity.
Moreover, it is possible to trigger the activation of new JVMs (see figure 9)
adding dynamicity in the configuration and deployment.
Interactive Dynamic Assembly and Deployment of Components IC2D
compose and IC2D deploy are two new interactive features we are planning to
add to the IC2D environment.
The idea is to enable an integrator to graphically describe an application: the
components, the inner components, and their respective bindings. The outcome
of the usage of IC2D compose would be an automatically generated ADL. At
this specific point, we need to provide the integrator with several solutions for
composing virtual nodes. Indeed, as each ProActive component is attached
to one virtual node, what about the virtual node of the composite component
Fig. 8. Drag-and-drop migration of an active object
that results from the composition of several sub-components ? Should the re-
sulting component still be deployed on the different virtual nodes of its inner
components; or, on the contrary, should those virtual nodes be merged into one
single virtual node attached to the composite ? The decision is grounded on the
fact that merging virtual nodes is an application-oriented way to enforce the
collocation of components.
Besides, IC2D deploy will be an additional tool that graphically would en-
able to trigger the deployment then the starting of an application based upon its
ADL; this of course requires the complementary usage of a deployment descrip-
tor attached to this application, so as to first launch the required infrastructure.
Once the application has been deployed, IC2D deploy would enable to dynami-
cally and graphically manage the life-cycle of the components (start, stop), and
interface with IC2D compose so as to allow the user modify their bindings and
Fig. 9. Interactive creation of a new JVM and associated node
their inclusion. Of course, the IC2D monitor itself is still useful so as to visualize
the underlying infrastructure and all activities. At this point, we will need to ex-
tend the IC2D monitor, so as to provide a way to graphically show all activities
that are part of the same component: in this way, it will be possible to trigger the
migration of a component as a whole, by using the usual drag-and-drop facility.
4.4 Security Enforcement
We now describe the fourth step mentioned in section 4.1. Grid applications
must be able to cope with large variations in deployment: from intra-domain to
multiple domains, going over private, to virtually-private, to public networks. In
the same way as the deployment is not tied up in the source code, we provide a
similar solution regarding the security, so as it becomes easily configurable in a
flexible, and abstract manner. Overall, we propose a framework allowing:
– declarative security attributes (Authentication, Integrity, Confidentiality),
outside any source code and away from any API;
– policies defined hierarchically at the level of administrative domain,
– dynamic security policy, taking into account the nature (private or public)
of the underlying networks;
– dynamically negotiated policies (for multi-principals applications),
– policies for remote creation and migration of activities.
A Hierarchical Approach to Grid Security A first decisive feature allows
to define application-level security on Virtual Nodes, those application-level de-
ployment abstractions:
Definition 1. Virtual Node Security
Security policies can be defined at the level of Virtual Nodes. At execution, that
security will be imposed on the Nodes resulting from the mapping of Virtual
Nodes to JVMs, and Hosts.
As such, virtual nodes are the support for intrinsic application level security.
If, at design time, it appears that a process always requires a specific level of
security (e.g. authenticated and encrypted communications at all time), then
that process should be attached to a virtual node on which those security features
are imposed. It is the designer responsibility to structure his/her application or
components into virtual node abstractions compatible with the required security.
Whatever deployment occurs, those security features will be maintained.
The second decisive feature deals with a major Grid aspect: deployment-
specific security. The issue is actually twofold:
1. allowing organizations (security domains) to specify general security policies,
2. allowing application security to be specifically adapted to a given deployment
environment.
Domains are a standard way to structure (virtual) organizations involved in a
Grid infrastructure; they are organized in a hierarchical manner. They are the
logical concept allowing to express security policies in a hierarchical way.
Definition 2. Declarative Domain Security
Fine grain and declarative security policies can be defined at the level of Do-
mains. A Security Domain is a domain to which a certificate and a set of rules
are associated.
This principle allows to deal with the two issues mentioned above:
(1) the administrator of a domain can define specific policy rules that must be
obeyed by the applications running within the domain. However, a general rule
expressed inside a domain may prevent the deployment of a specific application.
To solve this issue, a policy rule can allow a well-defined entity to weaken it. As
we are in a hierarchical organization, allowing an entity to weaken a rule means
allowing all entities included to weaken the rule. The entity can be identified by
its certificate;
(2) a Grid user can, at the time he runs an application, specify additional security
based on the domains being deployed onto, directly in his deployment descriptor
for those domains.
Finally, as active objects are active and mobile entities, there is a need to
specify security at the level of such entities.
Definition 3. Active Object Security
Security policies can be defined at the level of Active Object. Upon migration of
an activity, the security policy attached to that object follows.
In open applications, e.g. several principals interacting in a collaborative Grid
application, a JVM (a process) launched by a given principal can actually host
an activity executing under another principal. The principle above allows to keep
specific security privileges in such case. Moreover, it can also serve as a basis to
offer, in a secure manner, hosting environments for mobile agents.
Interactions Definition Security policies are able to control all the inter-
actions that can occur when deploying and executing a multi-principals Grid
application. With this goal in mind, interactions span over the creation of pro-
cesses (JVM in our case), to the monitoring of activities (ActiveObjects) within
processes, including of course the communications. Here is a brief description of
those interactions:
– JVMCreation (JVMC): creation of a new JVM process
– NodeCreation (NC): creation of a new Node within a JVM (as the result of Virtual
Node mapping)
– CodeLoading (CL): loading of bytecode within a JVM
– ActiveObjectCreation (AOC): creation of a new activity (active object) within a
Node
– ActiveObjectMigration (AOM): migration of an existing activity object to a Node
– Request (Q), Reply (P): communications, method calls and replies to method calls
– Listing (L): list the content of an entity; for Domain/Node provides the list of
Node/Active Objects, for Active Object allows to monitor its activity.
One must be able to express policies in a rather declarative manner. The
general syntax to provide security rules, to be placed within security policy
files attached to applications (for instance, see the security tag within the
deployment descriptor), is the following:
Entity[Subject] -> Entity [Subject]
: Interaction # [SecurityAttributes]
Being in a PKI infrastructure, the subject is a certificate, or credential. Other
“elements” (Domain, Virtual Node, Object) are rather specific to Grid applica-
tions and, in some cases, to the object-oriented framework. An “entity” is an
element on which one can define a security policy. “Interaction” is a list of ac-
tions that will be impacted by the rule. Finally, security attributes specify how,
if authorized, those interactions have to be achieved.
In order to provide a flavor of the system, we consider the following example.
Domain[inria.fr] -> Domain[ll.cnrs.fr] : Q,P # [+A,+I,?C]
The rule specifies that between the domain inria.fr (identified by a specific cer-
tificate) and the parallel machine ll.cnrs.fr, all communications (reQuests, and
rePlies) are authorized, they are done with authentication and integrity, confi-
dentiality being accepted but not required.
Security Negotiation As a Grid operates in decentralized mode, without a
central administrator controlling the correctness of all security policies, these
policies must be combined, checked, and negotiated dynamically.
During execution, each activity (Active Object) is always included in a Node
(due to the Virtual Node mapping) and at least in one Domain, the one used to
launch a JVM (D0). Figure 10 hierarchically represents the security rules that
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Fig. 10. Hierarchical security levels
can be activated at execution: from the top, hierarchical domains (Dn to D0),
the virtual node policy (VN), and the Active Object (AO) policy. Of course,
such policies can be inconsistent, and there must be clear principles to combine
the various sets of rules.
There are three main principles: (1) choosing the most specific rules within
a given domain (as a single Grid actor is responsible for it), (2) an interaction is
valid only if all levels accept it (absence of weakening of authorizations), (3) the
security attributes retained are the most constrained based on a partial order
(absence of weakening of security). Before starting an interaction, a negotiation
occurs between the two entities involved.
In large scale Grid applications, migration of activities is an important issue.
The migration of Active Objects must not weaken the security policy being
applied. When an active object migrates to a new location, three cases may
happen :
– the object migrates to a node belonging to the same virtual node and in-
cluded inside the same domain. In this case, all already negotiated sessions
remain valid.
– the object migrates to a known node (created during the deployment step)
but which belongs to another virtual node. In this case, all already negotiated
sessions can be invalid. This kind of migration imposes re-establishing the
object policy, and upon a change, re-negotiating with interacting entities.
– The object migrates to an unknown node (not known at the deployment
step). In this case, the object migrates with a copy of the application secu-
rity policy. When a secured interaction will take place, the security system
retrieves not only the object’s application policy but also policies rules at-
tached to the node on which the object is to compute the policy.
5 Conclusion and Perspectives
In summary, the essence of our proposition, presented in this paper, is as fol-
lows: a distributed object oriented programming model, smoothly extended to
get a component based programming model (in the form of a 100% Java li-
brary); moreover this model is “grid-aware” in the sense that it incorporates
from the very beginning adequate mechanisms in order to further help in the
deployment and runtime phases on all possible kind of infrastructures, notably
secure grid systems. This programming framework is intended to be used for
large scale grid applications. For instance, we have succeeded to apply it for
a numerical simulation of electromagnetic waves propagation, a non embarrass-
ingly parallel application [21], featuring visualization and monitoring capabilities
for the user. To date, this simulation has successfully been deployed on various
infrastructures, ranging from interconnected clusters, to an intranet grid com-
posed of approximatively 300 desktop machines. Performances compete with a
previous existing version of the application, written in Fortran MPI. The pro-
posed object-oriented approach is more generic and features reusability (the
component-oriented version is under development, which may further add dy-
namicity to the application), and the deployment is very flexible.
We are conducting further works in several but complementary directions
that are needed in grid computing, mainly:
– checkpointing and message logging techniques are in the way of being incor-
porated into the ProActive library. Indeed, we will as such be able to react to
versatility of machines and network connections, without having to restart
all the application components. Several similar works are under way ([22]
for instance). The original difficulty we are faced with, is that it is possible
to checkpoint the state of an active object only at specific points: only be-
tween the service of two requests (for the same reason which explains why
the migration of active objects is weak). Nevertheless, we provide an hy-
brid protocol combining communication induced checkpointing and message
logging techniques, which is adapted to the non-preemptibility of processes.
This protocol ensures strong consistency of recovery lines, and enables a fully
asynchronous recovery of the distributed system after a failure.
– ProActive components that wrap legacy codes, and in particular, parallel
(MPI) native codes, are being defined and implemented (see [23] for related
approaches). Of course, the design aims at enabling such components to
interact with 100% ProActive components.
Overall, we target numerical code coupling, combination of numerical sim-
ulations and visualization, collaborative environments in dedicated application
domains (see [24]), etc. The aim is to use our grid component model as a software
bus for interactions between some or all of the grid components.
Indeed, the presented approach does not specifically target high-level tools
appropriate for scientists or engineers who may not have a computer science
background. In this respect, our objective is to succeed to incorporate the IC2D
tools suite into grid portals, such as the Alliance portal [25]. An other comple-
mentary on going work for this class of users is to enable ProActive components
to be published as web services (and enable those web service enabled com-
ponents interact using SOAP). Notice that it does not prevent a service to be
implemented as one or several hierarchical ProActive components, i.e. as the
result of a recursive composition of 100% ProActive components, internally in-
teracting only through ProActive. Then, within such portals, end-users could
rely on workflow languages such as WSFL or BPEL4WS to compose applica-
tions by simply integrating some of the published components at a coarse-grain
level.
In this way, those coarse-grain web service enabled components could pro-
vide the usual service-oriented view most users are familiar with. But as those
instanciated components may use stateful resources, encompass possibly com-
plex compositions of activities and data, we claim that the object and component
oriented programming model we propose is adequate to ’internally’ program and
deploy those hierarchical components.
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